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A schematic view of the Los Alamos Physics
Facility is shown in Fig. 1.1.2 The facility was de-
signed primarily as the first of the "meson facto-
ries" and has become one of the principal research
tools for medium energy physics. Two separate 750-
keV injectors are used to provide H* and H~ beams.
Acceleration to 100 MeV is done In a drift tube
linac which is post coupled beyond 5 MeV. From 100
to 800 MeV a side-coupled linac structure is used.
The machine was a significant advance In the art of
linac design with hign-duty factor, new types of
accelerator structure,^ and computer control^ as
the major advances. The experimental are.is are
arranged so that many different experiments can use
bean at the same time. The very large proton cur-
rents present unu&ual problems in Induced radioac-
tivity, targeting, shielding and other aspects of
the beam transport systems.

The LAMPF accelerator first attained the
full design energy of 800 MeV In June 1972. The
experimental areas followed and by August 1973 beam
was supplied to the nucleon physics area fcr the
first intensive experimental work. The main meson
area was next and by April 1974 the major portions
of the facility were in use for the initial round
of experiments. Operation started at 1-iM average
current using an H~ beam to supply both experimental
areas; the intensity was gradually Increased and by
December 1974 the facility was operating routinely
at 13-uA average current.

During this first year of production beam
was supplied to 69 different experiments with a
total of 61297-UA hours of production be.™. This
large number of experiments gave the scientific com-
munity a good start on exploiting the use of this
new facility; the large number of experiments also
gave the staff valuable experience in the problems
associated with providing beam to as many as night
or ten separate simultaneous experiments.

During 1974 It became very clear that none
substantial revisions would have to be made to the
facility before higher currents and goud beam avail-'
ability could be achieved. Some specific accelera-
tor problems which were found were: the need for
better cooling of the bellows assembly for the drift
Cube stems, improved alignment so that both !1+ and
H" beam could be used simultaneously, and the need
to change one or more drift spaces along the accele-
rator to Improve damping of phase oscillations.
In the experimental area the low-current operation
demonstrated the need for better shielding, colll-
nators to protect instrumentation, improved radla—
tlon hardening of target cell components, and many
other similar design improvements.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Energy
Research and Development Administration.

In .January 1975 we started a major shutdown
to correct the deficiencies In the facility as well
as to extend its capabilities with another meson
line. The basic criteria for this shutdown were
that the facility must be upgraded so that it cov.'id
operate at the 100-IJA level with acceptable beam
availability; wherever possible we should make pro-
vision for eventual 1-mA operation. For the accel-
erator, this work was finished by August 1975, and
the machine came hack on for development work. An
Improved switchyard permitted experimental work In
the nucleon physics area in October 1975; the high-
intensity beam lines were back ln~~&pejation in April
1976. In essence, It appears that thefflitUgmm goals
of this shutdown were achieved; It remains toTia^.
seen how difficult higher current operation shall be.

Present Operation

Following the shutdown we first used an H"
beam to serve the nucleon physics facility at cur-
rents of 1 to 5 uA; when the main meson area came
into operation we started dual-beam operation with
an If* current of 10 uA. The !i+ current was grad-
ually increased and by late summer 1976 routine oper-
tion with 100-uA I!*" current was achieved. This Is
with conservative beam loss along th«> accelerator
and appropriate momentum distribution so that the
beam can be deflected in the switchyard without un-
due problems caused by off-momentum particles. (The
constraints on beam i.oss are discussed in more de-
tail below.) Simultaneously, with the 100-uA H*
beam a 1- to 3-uA H" beam is routinely in use.

The m.icroscopic duty factor of both beams
i.= fvi (500-us pulse, 120 pps) . The normal micro-
structure has a 5-ns period; the microstructure of
the IP beam can be changed to either a 40-ns or
80-ns period, witliour affecting the H+ beam. The
pulse length and repetition rate (up to 120 pps)
of either beam can be varied as desired. Intensity
modulation is available on the H + beam; in the pre-
s.:-nt form every tenth pulse can be reduced in inten-
sity by a factor of several hundred. The H+ beam
can also be deflected into a separate beam line
(Line n) by a pulsed magnet; the usual rate for
this deflected hnam is one pps. It is possible to
serve all experimental areas with the H~ beam if
necessary.

DurinR production runs since April 1976,
beam availability for both the 11+ and H" beam has
averaged in excess of 80%. This availability has
varied between 70% and 907, averaged over typical
14-day production periods. In view of the complex-
ity of the accelerator and beam transport and the
large number of rf systems In use these beam avail-
abilities are quite gratifying.
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Fig. 1. An aerial photo of the Clinton P. Anderson Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF). The distance from the
front of the office building to the far end of the experlnental area (upper right) is 1.1 km.



The causes of downline are documented both
In a detailed data base5 and the shift report pre-
pared by the Chief Operator. The detailed data base
provides a dally report to all Interested personnel
on equipment failures In the last 24 hours (or pre-
ceding weekend); this data base also provides the
resource for detailed questions concerning component
or system failure. The dally report has proven to
be an extremely valuable method of providing the
necessary communication between operating and main-
tenance personnel. Table I shows the leading causes
of downtime from November 1975 through July 1976.

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF MACHINE DOWNTIME

201 MHz rf system

805 MHz rf system

Vacuum

Computer control and data

acquisition

Injectors

Interlocks

Beam diagnostics

Other (water, utilities,
special small systems)

Percent of

Total

19

18

11

11

7

7

2

25

In the design and early operation of the
facility we were quite concerned about the lifetime
of the large (and expensive) electron tubes6 which
supply the rf power to the linac. Fortunately, ex-
perience has demonstrated that the lifetimes are
excellent; the lifetime for the major tubes are
summarized in Table II; two klystron lifetimes are
shown because two different designs of these tubes
are In use.

Rebuilding of large power tubes Is normal
practice which significantly reduces cost without
compromising availability. The trlodes are rebuilt
by the vendor; the klystrons are rebuilt In a tube
•hop at LAMPF. The family of klystrons with the
shorter life are rebuilt In a modified form so that
the newer version of this tube should have an
improved life.

In order to achieve good availability It Is
necessary to have skilled and dedicated operating

and maintenance personnel with appropriate scheduled
maintenance periods. Detailed maintenance sched-
ules and procedures have proven to he essential;
quality control on repaired components must be main-
tained. Detailed tune-up procedures are equally
important.7 This formalism is at odds with the
flexibility which must be maintained in order to
further develop the facility; the conflicts between
production requirements and development requirements
will demand compromise as long a? the facility is
to grow.

The stability of the machine parameters has
improved enough so that production can be sustained
for two weeks without significant retuning. It is
not yet possible to turn the machine back on after
an extensive maintenance or accelerator development
period without retuning; this is a reflection of
the complexity of the device, the tight tolerances
on the accelerator field, and the random walk intro-
duced by small drifts in many different subsystems.

A plan view of the experimental area is
shown in Fig. 2.^ Our typical production periods
now h.ive four experiments in Area A at one time,
two in Area R, uevelopment work using beam in Area
C for the high-resolution spertrometer, an experi-
ment at the biomedical facility, one to three
experiments at the neutrino area, intermittent nuc-
lear chemistry exposures at the beam stop, occa-
sional development work at the isotope production
area, and use of the thin target facility. Nuclear
chemistrv exposures are also done In Area I); line
D is served as required by time sharing of the beam.
Depending on the location, experiments nay be. changed
frequently during a production period or a single
experiment may receive beam fnr the entire run.
Scheduling of the experiments is quite formal; the
complexity and size of nanv of che experiments re-
quires substantial engineer ing, mounting, fabrica-
tion, and computer support.

The H~ beam f.s used for Areas V> and C. In
Area B it is used directly or to provide a neutror.
beam from ,i deuterium on other low 7 target. The
wonderful ease with which H" can he converted to H +

by passing through a thin foil mal:es the IP beam
uniquely suited for applications in which very pre-
cise control of phase space is required. This prop-
erty is exploited for our low-rurrent external pro-
ton beam (Area H) and the beam for our high-resolu-
tlon spectrometer (Area C ) .

The 1!+ beam after leaving the svitchyard
passes through three meson production targets before

Tube

7835 Trlode

Klystron

Klystron

Frequency

201.25

805

805

TABLE II

TUBE LIFETIMES

Typical
Peak
Power
(MW)

3

1

1

Total Experience
(Filament Hours)

66,900

739,900

133,900

Fstimated Hfi

1,300

18,400

6,000

As ot June 1, 1976
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Fig. 2. Plan view of the LAMPF experimental areas.
intensity H" beam serves Area B and Area C

The high-intensity H beam is used in Area A; the low-
The H+ bean is used in Una D on a time-shared basis.



reaching the Isotope production facility and the
beam dump area. The first target (A-l) is typically
3-cra graphite, the second (A-2) 6-cm and the third
(A-5) 8-cn. After interactinR with the first target
the beam properties are governed by the target
rather than the beam characteristics of the accele-
rator .

The first target provides mesons for the
Energetic Pion Spectrometer Line (EPICS) and the Low
Energy Pion line (LEP). The second serves the Stop-
ped Muon Chanel (SMC) and the High Energy Pion
Channel (P 3). The third target is for the Blomedl-
cal Channel. All of these lines are In routine
operation; P^ and SMC can be switched to either of
two experimental caves and a third cave is coming
Into use on the SMC. The pion spectrometer for
EPICS is not yet complete but the channel Is In use
for experiments.

The use of the facility for experimental
physics and practical application work has been
intensive stnce we came back Into operation; a total
of 14275 h of bean (365479-yA h) has been provided
for more than 60 different experiments (as of early
August 1976. Nearly all of this beam was at 800
MeV; a relatively small amount of beam time was
provided at lover energies for specific experiments.
Some measure of the scope of the experimental
work Is Indicated by the fact that some 100 publica-
tions have been made directly related to the LAMPF
experimental physics work. In the physics, program
the experimental work emphasizes questions of nuclear
structure using either mesons or protons as probes;
significant effort Is also placed on particle phys-
ics questions. The practical application work
ranges from biology studies on the effects of plons
through production of Isotopes to studies of radia-
tion damage. Along with this direct practical appli-
cation work there are "spin-off" studies exploring
new accelerator design a - applications of LAMPF-
developed technology.9

Limitations on Current

The dominant theme of a "meson factory"10 is
to produce the highest possible fluxes of particles
for experimental work. The LAMPF has always had a
design average current of 1 mA; It is appropriate to
briefly describe some of the difficulties which must
be overcome before operation at this very high cur-
rent level is achieved.

The foremost problem with operation of a
high-current machine is the control of induced radio-
activity. In our machine only the high-current
target cells and beam stop are designed for remote
maintenance. The accelerator! the beam switchyard
and other portions of the beam lines must be main-
tained either "hands on" or with only the simplest
forms of remote handling (shadow shields, long
wrenches and the like). Depending on the location
of the beam spill thermal problems may also arise at
surprisingly low levels; for example, some typeB of
demountable, metallic vacuum sealB must not receive
more than a localized beam loss of 100 nA.

Along the accelerator we limit beam loss so
that the average radiation level 30 cm from the
"hot spots" Is a few tens of mr,'h shortly after turn-
ing the beam off (these hot spots are at the focusing

quadrunole doublets). The geometry of the structure
is such that back a few meters the level Is a few
mr/hj this reduction results from both stlf shielding
of the structure and the localized nature of the
loss. This sort of activation level requires trans-
mission through the machine at the 99% level or
better (at 100-iiA average current).

Losses along the machi' a are caused in many
different ways; some of the obvious causes are:
improper steering, poor matching of the beam emit-
tance to the focusing quadrupoleE, and off-momentum
components of the beam which are gradually lost radi-
ally. The steering and matching problems are further
complicated by the need to have good transmission
for both H+ and H" beams.

In the switchyard beam losses are quite loca-
lized and seem to be dominated by off-momentum com-
ponents which are separated from the beam line by the
deflecting magnets. It is essential to limit these
losses to less than 100 nA; thus at present, we
cannot have more than one part in one thousand of
the average current not accelerated to the operating
energy. Fven when losses are limited to this level
one frequently has to do Interim repairs In radia-
tion fields of several hundred mr/h.

As the current is increased bey-md the 100-
UA level the emittance of the beam from r.he ion source
increases; whether or not this will be at an accep-
table value at the 1-mA level remains to be seen.
If not, Improvements in source brightness will be
required.

The fundamental problem in producing high
quality beams remains the appropriate adjustment of
the phase and amplitude in the bunchers and 48
separate sections of the accelerator.H Much pro-
gress has been made In finding faster and more accu-
rate methods of setting phase and amplitudes. One
of the real difficulties associated with this prob-
lem is the nonorthogonallty of the many different
parameters and the myriad of different set points
which can produce sensibly the same beam; another
difficulty is the impossibility of accurately measur-
ing phase and amplitude of the accelerating field
other than through Its effect on the beam. Equally.
Important with initial tuning to a usable set of
accelerator parameters Is the stability of the entire
system so that the set points are maintained. As
beam current Is increased, further difficulties are
encountered In control of phase and amplitude due to
large beam loading (at full design current beam load-
ing approaching 30% appears In some parts of the
machine). This problem is particularly difficult
In control of the transients at the beginning of
the beam pulse.

Clearly under these conditions one must have
a stringent automatic control method to limit loss.
The primary method is a system of radiation detectors
which are arranged so that the bean la quickly turned
off whenever a preset level Is exceeded. As we go
up in current direct measurement of transmission is
coming Into use and it Is required that for "beam
on" the appropriate transmission level is maintained.
Automatic systems which limit the beam current if
excessive beam strikes a collimator or the beam
location wanders unduly are also beinfc developed.



In the main target cells and at the beam stop
the induced activity problem is at its very worst.
In addition, thermal problems are severe; for example
with a 6-cm carbon target something like 18% of the
beam power it lost from fhe main beam Into a forward
cone of 30* half angle. This requires water cooling
on shielding, colllmators, target boxes, etc., BB
well as radiation hardening and remote maintenance
capabilities. As an example of the radiation levels
encountered, when the second target cell is opened
exposing the main beam line, the radiation level -20
ft above the beam line Is 400 mr/h. This will In-
crease by another factor of 30 after extended opera-
tion at the 1-mA level. Thus, even now we must do
nearly all work remotely in target cells. In the
long term the complexities of remote handling can
only reduce the availability of the experimental
area.

Experience thus far with radiation-cooled
graphite targets has been good and they certainly
should be appropriate for several hundred micro-
amperes. Several years ago testing at low energies
(high dE/dx) showed that slowly moving radiation
cooled graphite should work at full current. In
special cases where a particular geometry of produc-
tion target is required water cooling may be needed.

Very accurate beam profiles are essential for
control of the beam from target cell to target cell.
Steering and focusing must be accurately adjusted
on the basis of these profiles to minimize activation
and to produce desired beam spots at the production
targets. The instrument of choice for this work is
a "harp" which ie an assembly of parallel graphite
wires crossing the beam. The secondary current In-
duced by the beam is measured for each wire and dis-
played so that one-dlraensional profiles are avail-
able at any time. Other harps provide the other
dimension; appropriate bias fields are provided by
additional planes of graphite wire. These devices
make very nice beam displays; but, the maximum cur-
rent density at which they can be used is unknown
and any sudden vacuum failure will cause breakage
of the harp wires.

The bulk shielding in the experimental halls
is adequate for the 100-iM operation with typical
working areas at 1 mr/h or less. Much of the radia-
tion seen still comes from either cracks or lack of
the requisite layer of hydrogenous material on some
of the iron shielding. These defects are straight-
forward to cure so no major alterations are expected
in the major shield as the current is Increased. It
is anticipated that roofa and modest increase in
bulk shielding around the experimental caves will
be required as the Intensity is Increased.

Plan for the Future

During the next year we expect to see the
completion of our outstanding major experimental
facilities and to operate at the 100-uA level for
production. The outstanding experimental fa 'ill-
ties are the High Resolution Spectrometer (HKS),
the Isotope Production and Radiation Damage Facility,
(ISORAD), the plon spectrometer (EPICS) and the
pulsed neutron facility. Construction of the 1IRS
is complete and early tune-up has been started; it
1* anticipated that the experimental program using
this device should start, within the next few months.
The ISORAD facility is essentially complete and

should also be In routine use within the next few
months. The pulsed neutron facility should be ready
for use by sometime in 1977. The proton beam line
for the pulsed neutron facility is ~150-m long with
both horizontal and vertical tends; beam has been
sent through the more complicated portion of this
transport system. The EPICS spectrometer is In the
late assembly stages and It is anticipated that it
shall be ready for experiments by Hay 1977. A 20-nA
polarized proton beam will be available in early
1977 for use In Areas B and C.

We maintain a deep respect for the 80 kW of
average power In the 100-uA bean and the possibility
of either unexpected thermal or radiation damage
problems associated with such an Intense source.
We feel that it is essential that we gain a large
amount of experience at this level before routine
operation at higher currents is attempted. The
experimental program has much the same flavor In
that a certain amount of experience has to be gained
before fully effective use of the higher Intensities
is possible. Thus our planned year of operation
at 100 UA is appropriate from both development and
production requirements.

During this year of 100-uA operation we
shall be developing our resources so that ue may go
on to the next level of current (presumably three
hundred microamperes) in a finely manner. In the
experimental area much of the development work will
be directed by what transpires in the target cells
during this time. It is clear that we must strongly
pursue effective methods of remote maintenance.
We believe that all components within the target
cells are accessible to remote handling; the time
required for repair work is very dependent on the
sophistication of the manipulators and viewing
systems. We are pursuing such advanced devices as
force feedback manipulators in an effort to make
this work as cost effective as possible.

Another major concern In the experimental
area is the system of beam instrumentation. The
present harp system and current monitor system seems
to be adequate at the 100-JJA level; lifetime of
components and the capabilities of the present sys-
tem at higher currents requires exploration.

Along the accelerator a continual effort
is maintained on improvement of stability of com-
ponents and improved instrumentation. As examples
of this work a redundant phase monitoring system
is being Installed on the entire machine, an Im-
proved momentum analysis system is going into the
switchyard, a nonintercepting beam position moni-
tor system will be Installed in the next few months,
and the stability of the resonance controllers on
the accelerator tanks is being improved.

The major effort in the accelerator develop-
ment work Is a critical evaluation of the beam qual-
ity as current Is increased. Some of the present
areas of exploration are emlttance damping along
the machine, effect of relatively small changes In
the accelerating field in the low-energy portion of
the machine, control behavior of the rf system at
higher currents, ion source properties, causes of
beam halo and so on. These studies require very
careful experimental work and frequently involve
detailed beam dynamics calculations to Interpret
the results. This work is time consuming and re-
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quires diligent attention to make progress. As yet,
no Indication of any Insurmountable problems have
been seen which would preclude eventual operation
at higher currents.

The alignment of the machine remains a con-
tinuing problem which is exacerbated by the need for
simultaneous acceleration of both positive and nega-
tive ions. Over much of the machine the alignment
Is apparently satisfactory; however, some problems
remain in the region between the injectors and the
first (100 MeV) part of the side-coupled accelerator.

Conclusion

LAMPF is a successful facility serving a
wide variety of users at the 100-uA level. The avail-
ability of beam is satisfactory and a very large
amount of scientific and applied investigation can
be carried out with the facility In Its present form.
The engineering and applied physics problems in in-
creasing the current another factor of ten are for-
midable but seem amenable to eventual solution.

Speculation

For the purpose of this conference it is
interesting to raise the question of what will hap-
pen if the beam quality deteriorates much faster
than expected as the current Is Increased. At
worst, such deterioration will be in the form of
excessive beam halos or an undue low-energy tall in
the energy distribution. It is possible to Increase
the acceptance of the high-current besm line through
the switchyard. In addition, colllmators can be
placed along the accelerator and in the switchyard
in such a manner as to maintain our maintenance
capability as well as the two-beam capability.
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Hagerman: Yes, I don't have them with me but there
has been I think only one failure which was anode
failure; anode failure is the one t worry roost
about. The other failures have been in the grid
and filament structure.

Batchelor: Secondly, you mentioned improved opera-
tion of H~ and H"*" beams due to realignment proce-
dures and readjustment procedures. Of these, which
do you think brought the most significant change,
realignment or redesign?

Hagerman: Realignment was essential, one simply
couldn't do it. without It beforehand.

E. Jaeschke, Heidelburgl Could you please give some
percentage transmission values for the state before
the alignment and after the alignment of the whole
linac?

Hagerman: At present transmission is in excess of
99%; before I think it ran 97-98%, something like
that. I should make the point that with these
intense beams it is essential that one has .some
sort of an automatic spill detection system; we do
that with a series of radiation detectors along the
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machine and they are set so they will turn off the
bsam if you have more than 20-50 nanoaipperes spill
per moduli-

E.F. Parker, Argonner Do you have any plans to
increase the intensity of H" beam along with the H +

beam?

Hagerman: Well, we'd like to. We have said that we
will hold at the 1 to 3 microampere level for a year
and then I think we will be trying to go up some-
where around 10 microamperes.


